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Abstract
It is widely reported in the literature that incremental clustering systems suer from
instance ordering eects and that under some orderings extremely poor clusterings may be
obtained In this paper we present a new general strategy aimed to mitigate these efects
the NotYet strategy which has a general and open formulation and it is not coupled to any
particular system In addition we propose a classication of strategies to avoid ordering
eects which claries the benets and disadvantages we can expect from the proposal made
in the paper as well from existing ones A particular implementation of the NotYet strategy
is used to conduct several experiments Results suggest that the strategy can improve the
clustering quality and also that performance is limited by its local nature We also show that
when combined with other local strategies the NotYet strategy may help the system to get
high quality clusterings The observed benets and limitations suggest future work under the
proposed framework
Keywords ordering eects incremental clustering
  Introduction
Ideally intelligent agents should posses the ability of adapting their behavior to the environment
over time through learning Thus learning methods should be able of updating a knowledge base
in a sustained continual basis as new experience is gained When the learning task is a clustering
task the learners goal is to discover a conceptual structure underlying a set of given observations
Fisher  Langley 	
 If an agent performing a clustering task should be able of use its
learned knowledge to carry out some performance task at any stage of learning the conceptual
scheme must evolve as every new instance is observed without simultaneously processing previous
instances This sort of clustering is often referred to as incremental clustering As noted by
Langley 		 there can be several interpretations of incremental learning In the remainder of
this paper we will assume that a clustering method is incremental if inputs one instance at a time
does not reprocess previous instances and maintains only one conceptual structure in memory

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Figure  Cluster quality for dierent instance orders
Incremental clustering as dened above has to rely on some sort of hill climbing strategy
which triggers small modications of the knowledge base as new instances are observed This
way of incorporating single instances into the cluster structure makes incremental systems to be
sensitive to instance order as widely reported in the clustering literature Fisher 		 Fisher
Xu  Zard 		 Gennari Langley  Fisher 	
	 Langley 		 Lebowitz 	

 We say that
incremental clustering algorithms exhibit ordering eects when they may yield dierent cluster
structures when the same instances are presented in dierent orders In some cases they even
can produce very poor quality clusterings The problem lies in that a hill climbing strategy may
narrow too much the search through the clustering space in a manner that initial observations
may lead to a clustering scheme which does not reect the real structure in the domain Figure
 shows an example of this behavior The graph shows the evolution of the value of a clustering
quality function with every new observed instance for two instance orders When instance ordering
is good the graph reveals that high quality clusters are initially constructed because instances
covers very dierents clusters underlying the domain which are easy to discriminate by the system
Later the system clustering gratefully converge to the quality global maximum This maximum is
below the initial obtained scores since additional instances may present a more uncertain cluster
membership so that initial condence is reduced On the other hand a bad order may lead the
system into a completely dierent learning path far away from the optimum clustering As shown
in the graph in the worst case the system might never be able of reaching a good clustering
despite of gaining new experience
 Avoiding ordering eects
Research in incremental clustering has approached the ordering eects problem by using several
strategies In this section we will give a classication of strategies to avoid ordering eects with
regard to two dierent dimensions namely the stage in the clustering process in which they are
applied and the scope Our aim is to clarify the potential benets that a given strategy can provide
as well as its limitations and also to provide a general context to place in our own research
If we divide the strategies according to the stage in the clustering process in which they are
applied we can distinguish among three application points before clustering during clustering or
after clustering Methods which are applied before clustering can only be used when all or a great
amount of data is known before hand The idea is to arrange the instance order in such a way that
favors the system search process to reach the best classication It is seen that when dissimilar
objects are consecutively presented the resulting classication is much better than when similar
objects are presented together Fisher Xu  Zard 		 Fisher 		 This occurs because

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Figure  Classication of strategies to avoid order eects and some examples
in the former case initial observations are from dierent areas of the observation description
space leading initial clusters to reect these areas while in the later a skewed cluster structure
may evolve Thereafter the clustering system may not be able to recover when further instances
from other parts of the description space are observed An typical example of this procedure are
seed selection methods which select seed observations from data growing clusters around them
Michalski  Stepp 	
 Bejar 		
When constructing a cluster structure in an incremental fashion only two basic operators are
needed one to create a new cluster given an instance and another to incorporate an instance
to an existing cluster Using these two operators in theory any clustering structure could be
built However once an object is consolidated into the structure the clustering system cannot
move it using the two basic operators therefore the system cannot recover from previously taken
bad decisions when further experience is gained The clustering system may be provided with
additional operators to be applied during clustering in order to be able of recovering from bad
instance orders These operators can be viewed as providing some sort of backtracking capabilities
to the system without having a memory of previous knowledge structures A classical example of
clustering operators are the merge and split operators of the COBWEB system Fisher 	

Finally we can tackle with ordering eects using after clustering strategies These strategies
take an initial partition and try to improve it by iteratively making changes to the structure until
some stopping condition holds The aim of the iterative algorithms is to reach the maxima of some
objective function that evaluates the cluster structure quality These methods not only need the
dataset to be known in advance but they also rely on a continuous reprocessing of the clustering
structure
From another point of view but related to the previously used one we can distinguish strategies
according to the scope of their application and eects For a global strategy we mean a method
which uses information about the whole domain and therefore needs to know a great amount of
data before hand possibly including an extensive reprocessing of instances In contrast a local
strategy acts upon a small piece of knowledge assuming that small local changes will contribute to
improve global clustering quality and usually will be triggered only by new observations Figure
 shows the classication of strategies discussed so far Clearly global strategies are expected to
give signicantly better results than local ones since we cannot guarantee local changes to have
a suciently strong eect upon the global knowledge structure However global strategies may
be undesirable under the incremental learning assumption because they extensively reprocess the
instances in the dataset
 The NotYet strategy
Since our goal is to at least partially solve the instance ordering problem while maintaining the
incremental nature of clustering systems we propose a solution to be applied during the clustering
process As noted before this is a local strategy and so implies a tradeo between the degree of
clustering quality improvement and the preservation of the incremental properties of a system
Our solution is based on a simple and intuitive idea We refer to it as the NotYet strategy and
it has a general informal and open denition The strategy states that we will defer incorporation
of instances which are in either of the following two cases a we do not expect the utility of the

Let I an instance
Let P a partition
Let E be the expected utilitycondence of adding I to P
Let  be the NotYet threshold value
if E    then
addP I
else
add NY buerI
endif
Table  NotYet control strategy
resulting clustering after incorporating the instance to be improved and b we do not are condent
enough about how the instance must be included in the existing clustering The NotYet strategy
assumes the existence of a buer which stores instances that have not been incorporated into
the clustering and some criterion to decide the moment in which the buer is cleared We will
not specify neither this criterion nor specic metrics for measuring utility or condence since our
aim is to propose a general enough framework to t into several incremental approaches In the
experiments however we will propose an example of how the NotYet strategy can be eectively
implemented
In Table  an algorithmic formulation of the NotYet control strategy is shown We introduce
a new term  which is the NotYet threshold to allow dierent degrees of utilitycondence be
used in specic implementations The  value can be seen as a parameter to the NotYet control
strategy which constraints the amount of utility or condence required for an instance in order
to be incorporated into a clustering If we assume the E value to be always positive when 
is  the NotYet control strategy simply reduces to the original clustering algorithm As the 
value increases the control strategy strongly constraints the incorporation of new instances to the
cluster scheme
Figure  shows the expected behavior of a clustering system using the NotYet strategy This is
the same graph shown in Fig  including two extreme cases of instance ordering We have added
a new curve reecting the evolution of the clustering quality when using the NotYet strategy
with a bad ordering We have noted before that good orderings promote high quality clusterings
to be created in the early stages of the process so that the system may slowly converge to the
global optimum Bad orderings have the opposed eect Low quality clusterings are created
at the beggining which strongly condition the rest of the process In the graph we show an
optimal behavior of a system using the NotYet strategy with a bad order At the beginning the
system behaves in the same manner that the original algorithm but as it buers some instances
around the fth instance the cluster quality increases When quality reaches its maximum it
converges with the good ordering curve The graph clearly shows how our strategy tries to reach
the same good learning path starting from a dierent learning point Note that the horizontal
axis measures the number of instances eectively incorporated into the cluster structure So when
using the NotYet strategy a quality maximum is reached around the th instance but at this
point other instances may have been observed and buered as well In fact in the particular case
of the graph shown only around  instances passed the NotYet lter the rst time they were
observed the rest of them being buered When incorporating buered instances a decrease of
the clustering quality is observed but this behavior is similar to that of the system with a good
ordering
The discussed graph shows an optimistic behavior of the NotYet strategy in the sense that the
system is able to reach almost the same clustering quality with bad and good orderings However
since we are using a local strategy we can expect any level of improvement between the good
and bad orderings curves In general the NotYet strategy should perform better either with

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Figure  An example of the NotYet strategy eect on clustering quality
modest or important improvements than the original strategies or perform roughly the same in
the worst case On the other hand complexity when using our strategy will vary from system to
system depending on the cost of eectively incorporating an instance and computing the expected
utility or condence of adding the instance However most clustering systems use some quality
function to decide the best choice when an instance is observed so it is likely that this function
is a good candidate to measure the amount of utilitycondence If this is the case in the worst
case every instance would be considered for incorporation twice the rst time it is observed and
when emptying the NotYet buer So the algorithmic complexity of the initial system remains
the same since we are just adding a constant factor
 Experiments
In order to empirically evaluate the NotYet strategy applied to clustering algorithms we con
ducted several experiments using four wellknown datasets of the UCI repository and described
in Table  Since the clustering task is an unsupervised learning task we have treated labels just
as another attribute In the experiments we assume a general model of hierarchical incremental
clustering using the two basic operators mentioned earlier one for creating a new class and another
to incorporate an instance to an existing class A concept hierarchy grows incrementally as new
instances are observed after applying one of these operators according to the value of some cluster
quality function CQF This is a typical model of incremental clustering using a hill climbing
strategy which estimates the goodness of applying the available operators and chooses the best
option not reconsidering any decision made so far Particularly this model corresponds to the one
used in the COBWEB system Fisher 	
 The measure of category utility used in this system
is also used in the experiments as the CQF We have chosen a COBWEBlike clustering strategy
because it is simple wellknown and it has been applied or even augmented in many learning
systems Anderson  Matessa 		 Gennari Langley  Fisher 	
	 Kilander  Jansson 		
Table  gives also the estimated optimal values for the CQF obtained with good orderings This
value gives an approximate upper bound on the performance of the system on every dataset
The NotYet strategy is implemented in this model as follows Following the general scheme
in Fig  we embed the basic control procedure into another procedure which implements the
NotYet strategy assuming that we will not incorporate an instance to a cluster structure if we do
not have evidence enough to decide between the available operators In terms of the CQF this
means that the quality of the clustering obtained by using the best operator is not signicantly
better than the quality of the clustering that would be obtained by applying another one To
decide when some operator yields signicantly better clusterings the NotYet threshold is used

Dataset Instances Attributes Optimal CQF
Small soybean   
Large soybean   
Voting records   
Zoo   

Table  Description of the four datasets used in the experiments
Let I an instance
Let P a partition
Let MM the best and second best CQF
resulting from applying the available operators
Let  be the NotYet threshold value
if   MM    then
addP I
else
add NY buerI
endif
Table  Implementation of the NotYet control loop in the clustering method used in the experi
ments
For each new instance a ratio between the second best CQF and the best one is computed When
the dierence between the quality of the best operator M and the quality of the second best one
M is high the ratio approaches to  Note that when this ratio yields  none of the operators
appear to be better than the other which is exactly the case we want to deal with In order to let
the ratio show the degree of condence in the best choice we use the expression MM which
increases at the same time as the dierence between the best choices does As shown in Table 
we relax this constraint and consider that an operator does not yield a signicant better clustering
than others if the condence is below the NotYet threshold which is in the  range Clearly
when the threshold is  we have the original algorithm since the condence is always greater or
equal than this value and instances will be always incorporated to the clustering
  Experiment  clustering with basic operators
In our rst experiment we used the general clustering procedure outlined before using only the two
basic operators for creating new clusters or incorporating instances to existing ones Experiments
were performed on random orderings as well worst case orderings These later orderings were
generated by randomly selecting an instance and iteratively selecting as the next instance the
most similar to the previous one Similarity is measured by a simple metric which counts the
number of shared attribute values between instances Table  shows the results obtained with
both orderings using several values of the  parameter for the NotYet strategy The zero value
for this parameter corresponds to the original algorithm without buering any instance Since
we are using a hierarchical clustering method the CQF is given only for the top level which is
expected to score highest
The results demonstrate that the basic clustering procedure performs relatively well on random
orderings scoring a CQF between the 
	 of the optimal one However instance ordering has
a critical eect in cluster quality The quality of discovered clusterings consistently drops in a
 when bad orderings are used being far from the optimal values shown in Table 
The NotYet strategy modestly improves results in the random case giving approximately
similar results for all the  values As noted earlier the NotYet is a local strategy and therefore
has a limited application foresight Note also that the good performance of the original clustering
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Table  Clustering results with basic operators Averages and standard deviations over  trials
procedure on random orderings lets little room for improvement With bad orderings the strategy
improves the poor scores obtained with the basic algorithm up to a  the voting records dataset
being the exception However results are still far from the optimal ones Table  shows that
obviously the number of buered instances increases with the  value but also that this increment
is faster with bad orderings These results demonstrate the ability of the NotYet strategy for
detecting bad instance orders It is worth to notice that in these situations the number of
buered instances is very high showing the diculties from recovering from initial bad orders
and conrming the importance of instance ordering in incremental clustering Only a few initial
instances may completely determine the learning path followed by the system in the remainder of
the learning process
  Experiment  clustering with mergesplit operators
In our second experiment we augmented the basic clustering procedure previously used by adding
two operators These operators are the merge and split operators used by Fisher in COBWEB
Briey the merge operator modies a hierarchy by combining two existing clusters while the split
operator breaks existing clusters into smaller ones Split and merge operators provide a sort of
backtracking to the clustering system However due to the fact that they are only triggered by
new observations their impact has still local eects in the cluster structure Results were obtained
using again random and bad orderings and several  values and are shown in Table 
The augmented clustering method shows itself to be very robust in random orderings approx
imating the optimal CQF value for all datasets Again worst case orderings lead the system to
decrease the quality of discovered clusters showing the limitations of applying operators during
clustering in mitigating ordering eects As in the previous experiment the NotYet strategy has
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Table  Clustering results with mergesplit operators Averages and standard deviations over 
trials
almost no impact in clusterings obtained with random orderings In fact there is almost no chance
to improve the results However our strategy allows the system to reach high quality clusterings
under bad instance orderings These results suggest that combination of local strategies may yield
better results than their isolated application
As it was the case with the previous experiment the most important improvements are obtained
at the expense of maintaining a big NotYet buer It may appear counterintuitive with the idea
of incremental learning to maintain a buer of about the 	 of the instances in the dataset A
possible solution would be to limit the NotYet buer in a way that it would be cleared several
times during learning It is not clear how this limitation will aect performance and further
experiments should be made
Finally we have to point out that both experiments have shown that the clustering quality
tends to improve as we use higher  values This result could be obviously inferred from the
NotYet formulation and reects that presumably no optimal value exists However we have
noted that as the  value so does the number of buered instances This may suggest that the
optimal  value for a particular application would be a tradeo between these two aspects
 Related work
Several works have approached the ordering problem in incremental clustering although this
research has mainly beneted from two particular approaches Lebowitz rst introduced the
idea of deferred commitment within the framework of his UNIMEM conceptual clustering system
Lebowitz 	

 Our proposal is similar in spirit to that of Lebowitz but we have claried the
terms and decoupled the formulation from any specic clustering system


The second related work from which the NotYet name is borrowed is the application of this
strategy to the LINNEO
 
clustering system Roure 		 This work contains the basic ideas
proposed here but again the application is tuned for an specic system and the problems studied
are deeply related to a particular clustering strategy
Although devoted to global methods we have to mention relevant Fishers work on iterative
optimization of clusterings Fisher 		 This work explores several methods for iteratively
improving clustering quality showing that among these methods some exhibit an optimum per
formance But recall that these methods operate reprocessing the whole dataset and violate the
constraints stated for incremental clustering This sort of strategies are useful from the viewpoint
of a data analysis task in which the entire dataset is avalaible before hand so that we are not
constrained by strict incremental constraints
 Conclusions and future work
We have presented a classication of strategies to avoid ordering eects in clustering with regard
to two related dimensions namely the point of the clustering process in which they are applied
and the scope of the strategy This classication aims to clarify the benets and disadvantages
which we can expect from the application of existing or newly proposed strategies
A new local strategy the NotYet strategy has been proposed to deal with ordering eects We
think that the formulation of the strategy is simple and open in the sense that it is not coupled
with any particular evaluation function or algorithm As a local strategy this strategy has a
limited impact over the entire conceptual structure as the experiments have shown In the worst
case ordering the NotYet strategy consistently improved the quality of obtained clustering It
is dicult to asess the quality of this improvement beyond the simple quantitative analysis in
terms of the CQF  For some applications it can suppose an important improvement in terms of
understandability or performance while for other it may be imperceptible On the other hand
when coupled with another local strategy such as the mergesplit operators the NotYet strategy
allows the clustering system to reach an optimum quality clustering even with worst orderings
However these benets are obtained at the expense of maintaining a large NotYet buer Since
an incremental system has to be able of using the acquired knowledge for some performance task
at any learning stage we have to assume that the system has also to be able of quickly incorporate
the buered instances before actuating If this is not possible the system should carry out the
performance task with the partial knowledge structure learned so far Future work should study
the NotYet performance limiting the buer size In practice buer size will be limited by the
amount of instances that the system can manage in a reasonable amount of time before entering
in performance mode and this time will be dependant of the particular application
It is unclear how the proposed procedure scales to large datasets such as those typically referred
to in data mining tasks Fayyad PiatetskyShapiro  Smyth 		 However we think that the
NotYet strategy may be an inexpensive and eective way of avoiding ordering eects since it is
unlikely that a whole large dataset would present a worst ordering case Rather it probably will
have bad ordered subsets so that a large enough NotYet buer will be able to deal with the
problem Note that the size which we have considered large for the buer around  instances
may be simply a small part of a very large dataset of thousands of instances We plan to explore
these issues in future work
In this paper we are concerned with incremental clustering but we think that the proposed
strategy may be useful under incremental supervised learning settings as well Future work may
help to asess the benets of the strategy in a wider range of learning systems
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